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Abstract 

We report accelerated molecular dynamics (aMD) simulation of amyloid-β (Aβ) peptides of 

four different lengths (16, 28, 40 & 42 residues) and their complexes when bound to Cu(II), 

Fe(II), or Zn(II). 600ns of equilibrated trajectory data was analysed for each structure from 

three independent 200ns aMD simulations, generating 16 aMD trajectories. We show that 

the presence of a metal ion leads to reduced size and decreased mobility relative to the free 

peptide, due to the anchoring effect of the ions. The reduced mobility was shown largely to 

be due to the restricted movement in N-terminal residues, most notably Asp1 and His6 that 

are involved in metal ion coordination in all cases. Significant disruption of secondary 

structure and patterns of salt bridge interactions arise on coordination of metal ions. In this 

regard, similarities were noted between results for Zn(II) and Fe(II), whereas results for 

Cu(II) are more comparable to the free peptides. Reweighting of free energy surfaces was 

carried out from aMD data to identify properties and descriptions of local minima 

structures. 

Keywords Alzheimer’s; Amyloid; Transition Metals; Molecular Dynamics; Free Energy; 

Secondary Structure 

  



Introduction 

One of the biggest challenges for medicine of the 21st century is developing understanding 

of aetiology and therapeutic methods for neurodegenerative diseases. The most common 

form of dementia is Alzheimer’s disease (AD), an ailment the affects over two-thirds of 

dementia patients,1,2 with estimated cases at over 1 million in the UK alone in 20213. 

Pathological studies of AD patients show the presence of characteristic neuronal plaques 

consisting of soluble forms of the protein, amyloid-β (Aβ)4,5. These neurotoxic deposits, in 

conjunction with increased concentration of transition metals, are a distinguishing feature 

of 6,7. It has been proposed that increased level of metal ions within the brain affect the 

homeostatic clearance and production rates of soluble Aβ species, leading to aggregation 

over a patient’s lifetime8,9. This also explains the association of AD generally affecting elderly 

patients, aside from cases where genetic mutations are involved in early onset10. 

Aβ itself is a naturally occurring peptide, cleaved from the amyloid precursor protein 

(APP)11,12 and found in all humans and other animals. So why isn’t AD something that 

happens to us all as a standard part of aging? Since characteristic fibril structures were first 

identified by Alzheimer in a review from 190713 and subsequent investigations14,15, the 

hypothesis on the role of Aβ a potential contributor to the causation of AD has developed 

and evolved. The amyloid cascade hypothesis originally considered concentration of Aβ 

alone16 but there have been studies indicating the form Aβ takes is crucial, with soluble 

oligomers proving to be more toxic and harmful17,18,19. Heightened levels of transition 

metals in the brains of AD patients also affect rates of aggregation and solubility of Aβ, 

which can play a role in whether neurotoxic species are formed and to what degree20,21. A 

recent study used simulations to show that metal binding, particularly of Zn(II), increases 

the hydrophobicity of Aβ in its C-terminal region22. 

Full-length Aβ is 40 or 42 residues long (Figure 1), with the former more common but the 

latter having a higher proclivity to aggregate at levels associated with AD diagnosis23,24,25. 

Studies indicate that a higher incidence of β-strand secondary structure is  potentially 

causative to protein misfolding and subsequent acceleration of aggregation26,27,28,29. Cu(II), 

Fe(II) and Zn(II) have high affinities for Aβ, binding to the N-terminus of the peptide (the first 

16 residues)30,31. These metals can be found in varying abundance naturally, with Zn(II) 

being the most prevalent32 of these ions found in senile plaques within the brain. The rate of 



aggregation can be enhanced by these metals via production of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS) and formation of crosslinks between monomeric units of Aβ33,34 which can further 

inhibit the clearance of an excess of the peptide. The variable oxidation states accessible to 

Cu and Fe may also play a role in ROS production.  

  

Figure 1- Amino acid sequence of Aβ42 highlighting N-terminus residues  

 

In this work, we report accelerated molecular dynamics (aMD) simulations on metal bound 

Aβ peptides of varying lengths.  aMD was selected for enhanced conformational sampling as 

well as being an appropriate method to simulate biomolecules of this size35. In addition, 

investigation via use of implicit solvent derived from the Generalised Born solvation 

model36,37 allows better sampling and transitions between minima structures in comparison 

to conventional MD. Via the use of a boost potential from tailored parameters based on 

energy of the system under investigation, aMD overcomes energy barriers that would limit 

conversion between minima that may be inaccessible by conventional MD38. Subsequent 

analysis performed on equilibrated trajectories yield insight and comparative analysis into 

secondary structure, size, and intramolecular interactions. 

Four chain lengths were selected; Aβ16 (to simulate effects solely within the metal binding 

region), Aβ40 & 42 (to examine properties of the full-length peptide and the aggregational 

properties of them mentioned previously), and Aβ28 (an intermediate length chain that has 

been used extensively experimentally and computationally39,40,41,42). For all four of these 

sequences, Cu(II), Fe(II), or Zn(II) were bound within the N-terminus. As well as these we 

modelled the free peptide with no metal centre. Thus, 16 structures were analysed in total. 

Computational Methods 

Four chain lengths (16, 28, 40, & 42 residues) of Aβ were manually constructed in extended 

conformations in MOE43 in protonation states appropriate for physiological pH. All four 



peptide lengths were modelled as both a free peptide as well as versions bound to copper, 

zinc or iron, creating sixteen structures in total. Cu(II) ions were coordinated via Asp1, His6 

and His13; Zn(II) ions were bonded to Asp1, His6, Glu11 and His14; whereas Fe(II) were 

bound to Asp1, His6 and His1444,45,46,47(Figure 2) . All structures were minimised with 

combination of AMBER9448 and LFMM in DommiMOE49, resulting in structures best 

characterised as random coil. From this point onwards, specific peptides with a metal centre 

will be referred to as Aβ[Chain Length]-Metal and any free peptides will be described as 

Aβ[Chain Length]-Free. 

Figure 2- Binding modes of Aβ with Cu(II), Zn(II) and Fe(II) 

All conventional and accelerated molecular dynamics (aMD) simulations were carried out 

using the AMBER1650 package. Standard amino acids were modelled using the AMBER 

ff14SB51 forcefield parameter set and the LEaP52 module of AMBER, whereas parameters for 

metal-centres and any bound residues were generated via MCPB.py53.  Bonded and non-

bonded parameters for metal binding were extracted from B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculations 

performed using Gaussian0954. Harmonic bond length, angle and torsion parameters were 

extracted from the DFT Hessian using the Seminario55 method, while non-bonded 

parameters were drawn from DFT electrostatic potential using the RESP method54. All 

simulations were performed in implicit solvent using the Generalised Born solvation 

model56,57,58. Previous work within our group shows comparable results between explicit 

and implicit solvent simulations on Aβ-Zn(II) structures, 59 with no improvement in results 

with explicit solvent. Implicit solvent is therefore used as it allows for more rapid 

simulations and conversion between conformations. Structures were first minimised by 

 
  



1000 steps of steepest descent, followed by 1000 conjugate gradient steps. Implicit solvent 

has been shown to be a suitable solvent model for peptides of this nature without 

requirement for explicit solvent60,61 and use of Generalised Born solvation model has been 

shown to enhance conformational sampling of mobile systems62,63. 

All simulations were  performed in the NVT ensemble, in which temperature was regulated 

to remain at 310 K via use of a Langevin thermostat64. For all sixteen structures, three 50 ns 

conventional MD simulations were performed: each started from the same minimised 

starting structure but assigned a different set of random initial velocities sampled from the 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Subsequently, three independent 200 ns of aMD was 

performed, using the 16 final structures of each MD simulation as a starting point. Thus 

generating 48 individual simulations. Parameters for the boost potential in aMD were based 

on the size of the systems and the associated potential & dihedral energy from the prior MD 

calculations65. Calculations and values for the boost used in aMD calculations can be found 

in Supporting Information (Figure S1). From this, a bias potential was applied to boost the 

whole system simultaneously at points in the Potential Enegy Surface (PES) where the 

energy barrier would be too high to overcome using conventional MD66.  

The SHAKE algorithm67 was implemented to ensure any bonds to hydrogens were 

maintained through the course of the simulation, and electrostatic interactions beyond 12 Å 

were disregarded. The initial 50 ns was removed to account for equilibration and the three 

200 ns aMD data was combined for each structure (from the 48 aMD simulations in total) to 

form 600 ns trajectories for each of the individual sixteen systems. Analysis of these 

trajectories was carried out using CPPTRAJ v16.1668 and VMD 1.9.3.69 Free energy plots 

were constructed by re-weighting the boost potential from aMD following the procedures in 

refs 70,71. 

 

Results and discussion 

For all 16 structures, 50ns of cMD data was generated followed by 3 parallel 200ns aMD 

calculations. These aMD trajectories were then combined creating sixteen 600ns aMD 

trajectories, one for each structure. Each system has reached a quasi-equilibration point72 

during the initial 50 ns conventional MD for each run, as observed from RMSD data used as 



a measure of equilibration. RMSD plots for individual simulations can be observed in figure 

S2.  All data reported is taken from combined aMD data after this period of equilibration. 

Radius of gyration (Rg) measurements were used as a measure of peptide size: Table 1 

reports statistics for combined 600 ns aMD trajectories for (full graphs for individual 

trajectories in figure S3). Simulations for Aβ bound to zinc and iron generally showed the 

smallest average values suggesting these sampled more compact structures relative to the 

other simulations of comparable chain lengths. For 16 residue peptides, mean Rg is almost 

identical for free peptide and all three metals, but the maximum extent and standard 

deviation is lower when bound to metal, indicating that coordination to a metal centre 

within the N-terminus limits mobility and flexibility of these residues. For larger peptides, Zn 

and Fe binding restricts size and flexibility, as shown by relatively small maximum values, 

whereas Cu binding leads to similar or even greater size compared to free peptide. The 

increase in size and flexibility as the sequence is extended is also evident, although 40- and 

42-residue peptides are not significantly different in mean or sd of Rg.  

 Mean Min Max sd 

16 

Cu 7.78 6.59 9.94 0.41 
Zn 7.72 6.94 8.86 0.24 
Fe 7.94 7.19 9.40 0.26 
Free 7.93 6.60 11.66 0.61 
28 

Cu 10.53 8.23 15.63 1.44 
Zn 9.69 8.16 14.27 0.96 
Fe 10.35 8.24 14.78 1.19 
Free 10.65 8.14 16.29 1.50 
40 

Cu 11.49 9.19 21.36 1.72 
Zn 10.95 9.07 19.05 1.40 
Fe 11.48 9.16 20.37 1.56 
Free 11.63 9.14 19.99 1.70 
42 

Cu 12.38 9.29 21.35 2.07 
Zn 10.86 9.20 20.37 1.22 
Fe 11.46 9.26 19.08 1.50 
Free 11.66 9.27 21.59 1.46 

 

Table 1- Statistical analysis of radius of gyration (Rg) data (Å) 

Similarities are evident in Rg statistics between zinc & iron-bound peptides and copper & 

metal-free structures, most notably in sd values, suggesting similar dynamics and 



interactions within these two pairs of structures. Maximum Rg values for free peptides 

provide evidence of enhanced mobility as a result of an absence of a metal centre and 

highlight the potential for restriction in movement upon metal binding such as seen for zinc 

and iron containing structures. Rg data shows varying levels of mobility between 

simulations, with longer chain-lengths of Aβ-Cu and free Aβ showing relatively larger, more 

diffuse structures in comparison to peptides of the same length for zinc and iron. 

Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) data provides information on the level of mobility of 

individual residues within the simulations reported (Figure 3). Asp1 and His6 are 

coordinated to a metal-centre in all bound peptides. All free-peptide simulations have the 

highest RMSF values for these residues, demonstrating the anchoring effect of the metal 

centres within the N-terminus and the enhanced flexibility observed here in the absence of 

metal coordination. Values for metal binding residues in copper simulations are still 

relatively higher compared to other metal-bound structures. This could again provide 

further evidence of similarities in dynamics between these and free peptides. It could be 

suggested that binding of copper to Aβ provides less restriction on these structures as 

opposed to other metal centres giving rise to these enhanced RMSF values. Arg5 also gives 

some of the highest RMSF values in most Cu(II) simulations despite metal binding via the 

adjacent residue, His6. Binding of metal ions to Aβ peptides occurs within the N-terminus of 

all structures, yet results showed that effect of metal coordination on these molecules 

happened in both this region of the peptide as well as in residues remote to the 

coordination sites towards the C-terminus. 

In the free peptides, the greatest contribution to flexibility shown arises from the Asp1 and 

His6 residues, which show largest increases in RMSF compared to all metal-bound peptides. 

The reported data indicating large peaks in mobility for residues towards the C-terminus for 

Fe(II)-bound structures confirms the effect of metal binding being a global effect on the 

peptide’s structure as a whole as opposed to solely at the binding site. The mobility 

observed in the Rg data for Aβ40-Fe and Aβ42-Fe is also apparent from its RMSF data, most 

notably between residues Glu22-Lys28, which give the greatest contribution to the 

peptides’ overall movement. This may be due to disruption of salt-bridges in this section of 

peptide induced by binding of Fe (vide infra).  

 



 

Figure 3- RMSF data (Å) based on individual residues. (Black = Free peptide, Red = Cu(II), 

Blue= Zn(II), Green = Fe(II) with bound residues highlighted in points of corresponding 

colours)  

 

Cluster analysis identified and grouped sets of similar structures within a trajectory based on 

RMSD data of the peptide backbone via the DBSCAN73 clustering algorithm within CPPTRAJ 

with a cut-off of 0.8 Å. The low amount of cluster data generated is evidence of our 

enhanced sampling of these highly flexible peptides. This shows some trajectories sampled 

such amounts of structures across the PES that they couldn’t be categorised into similar 

conformational ensembles thus yielding low numbers or short-lived clusters. The 

simulations that did yield cluster data are highlighted in table 2 below. All simulations of 16 

residue peptides are found to form some clusters: those for the free peptide and Aβ16-Cu 

  

  



have rather low population, whereas for Aβ16-Zn and Aβ16-Fe over 70% of frames fall into 

just two clusters.  Larger structures did not yield populated clusters: metal complexes of 

Aβ28 exhibit just 3 clusters with population of no more than 3%. A single cluster was found 

for Aβ42-Fe, but this was present for 0.9% of simulation time (approximately 540 frames out 

of 60,000). 

Table 2- Cluster analysis data for equilibrated trajectories 

Structure # Clusters Most populated (%) 2nd most populated (%) 

Aβ16 6 8.8 1.6 

Aβ16- Cu 36 11.9 5.2 

Aβ16- Zn 12 51.8 21.8 

Aβ16- Fe 7 61.9 10.7 

    

Aβ28 0 - - 

Aβ28- Cu 3 0.7 0.7 

Aβ28- Zn 3 1.3 0.5 

Aβ28- Fe 3 2.8 0.5 

 

Figure 4 displays the prevalence of salt-bridge contacts between charged residues for all 

trajectories by percentage of total frames (full percentage data for salt-bridge interactions 

can be found in Figure S4). Aβ16 has the lowest amount of potential salt-bridge 

combinations that can be formed due to the limited number of charged residues at the N-

terminus. Types and occupation of salt-bridges formed in all four versions of the shortest 

peptide vary markedly, especially those involving Asp1 and Asp7 which are close to metal 

binding sites. Binding of Cu(II) reduces the number and persistence of 



Figure 4- Salt bridge plots between charged residues by percentage incidence.  
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some more previously common interactions. In the shortest peptide, copper binding leads 

to almost complete loss of Arg5-Asp7, presumably due to metal binding at His6, while Arg5-

Glu11 is common at similar incidence levels in both the copper-bound and free peptide. In 

Aβ16-Zn and Aβ16-Fe simulations however, percentage incidence of the interaction 

between Arg5-Asp7 increases notably whereas Arg5-Glu11 contacts are almost non-

existent. The overall salt-bridge profile for these two structures is comparable in both types 

of interactions as well as frequency, further reinforcing the pattern noted above that Zn and 

Fe complexes behave similarly, while Cu complex shows behaviour closer to the free 

peptide. For example, Arg5-Asp7 maintains consistent incidence across all results for zinc 

and iron bound Aβ peptides, while copper and free peptide simulations show similarity. 

The introduction of Glu22, Asp23 and Lys28 present several different combinations of 

potential salt-bridges that are not available in the shortest peptides. In the longer peptides, 

notable differences in salt-bridge formation are reported between the metallopeptide 

structures and the trajectories of those lacking in a metal centre. For instance, Arg5-Glu3 

and Arg5-Glu11 contacts are common in longer metal-free peptides but almost completely 

absent in metal-bound systems. All interactions involving Lys28 occur at similar levels of 

incidence across all simulations where this residue is present. Interestingly, Lys16 and Asp23 

appear to never be in contact in any trajectory. The most common salt-bridge interaction by 

percentage in all potential frames was between Arg5-Asp7, occurring at 55.5% of all 

simulation data. 

Aβ is intrinsically disordered by nature yet secondary structure has commonly been 

associated with aggregational properties of Aβ. Misfolding of proteins and enhanced levels 

of β-sheet structures can give rise to increased propensity for formation of potentially 

neurotoxic species74,75. Incidence plots illustrate secondary structure type per residue across 

entire trajectories. These can be further classified as either helical, strand or other. Data for 

these plots can be found in Table 3. From the data reported here, levels of helical secondary 

structure in metal-bound structures increased as chain length of the peptide increased. The 

highest levels of secondary structure in all peptides are found as helices, which make up 30 

to 40% of the larger peptides. This is particularly evident in Cu-bound and free peptide, for 

which almost all lengths of peptide adopt helical character for at least 30% of residues. For 

Zn and Fe complexes, helical content increases with peptide length but remains significantly 



lower than Cu or free. Iron and Zinc simulations for 16-residue structures show considerably 

lower incidence levels of helix structure compared to all other data. 

 

Table 3- Percentage of secondary structure types by residue classified as helical, strand, or 

other 

 

For most simulations, the level of β-strand is slightly larger in the free peptide than in the 

metal-bound complexes, with the level broadly increasing in longer peptides. Aβ42-free 

shows the highest percentage incidence of β-strand at 3.4%, double the next most 

prevalent, namely Aβ16 and Aβ42-Zn at 1.7%.  Beta strand secondary structure has 

commonly been associated with increased formation of neurotoxic species even at relatively 

low levels. The longest form of the peptide, Aβ42, has the greatest propensity for self-

aggregation and in this experiment, Aβ42 free has the greatest value for levels of beta 

secondary structure which on the surface supports previous findings on the increased 

proclivity for aggregation possessed by this structure. However, it cannot be said with any 

certainty that the percentage incidence of strand/sheet secondary structure reported in 

Table 3 gives rise to the enhanced proclivity for aggregation into potentially neurotoxic 

species. A 2003 study conducted by Schmechel et al76 showed levels of beta-sheet 

secondary structure at a higher incidence in comparison to those found from the simulation 

data presented here. This shows the levels of β-strand within the experimental results here 

do not replicate the levels of those observed in vivo to suggest increased Aβ toxicity76.  

 Fe Zn Cu Free Peptide 

 Helix Strand Other Helix Strand Other Helix Strand Other Helix Strand Other 

AB16 1.1 < 0.1 98.8 2.2 1.2 96.6 30.0 1.1 68.9 22.1 1.7 76.2 

AB28 18.6 0.2 81.2 24.8 1.1 74.1 29.5 0.5 70.0 45.0 0.8 54.2 

AB40 23.3 1.4 75.3 25.8 1.9 72.3 31.5 1.1 67.4 42.4 1.2 56.4 

AB42 28.3 0.8 70.9 30.7 1.7 67.6 33.8 1.4 64.8 38.1 3.4 58.5 



Helical and strand secondary structure are generally absent or at very low levels within 

residues at the N-terminus for all metallopeptide simulations (Figure 5 for 42-residue 

peptides, with equivalent plots for others in Figure S5 in SI). All free peptide trajectories 

show an increase in the distribution of these forms of secondary structure across the whole 

peptide, mainly within residues towards the N-terminus mentioned previously. This further 

highlights the enhanced rigidity shown within this region due to coordination to a metal 

centre. As with the salt-bridge profiles, there is also a direct comparison that can be 

observed showing similarities in secondary structures levels and content between iron and 

zinc simulations as well as comparable data shown for copper-bound and free peptides. 

Figure 5- Secondary structure percentage incidence plots for Aβ42 simulations by residue 

 

Secondary structure characterisation also demonstrates the effect of these ions within the 

metal-binding region of the N-terminus. There is a notable absence of any helical or strand 

Aβ42-Free Aβ42-Cu  

  

 

Aβ42-Zn Aβ42-Fe 

  



secondary structure within the first 10 residues of all metallopeptides analysed. They mainly 

arrange themselves into coil/turn/bend assemblies, and helical or strand secondary 

structures only form within this region when no metal centre is present. For all free 

peptides, organised secondary structure is present consistently throughout the whole 

peptide highlighting the relative rigidity caused by binding of a metal ion. 

Hydrogen bond plots in Figure S6 illustrate interactions between appropriate atoms per 

residue based on their capacity as a donor or an acceptor. Statistics taken from these 

graphs, displayed in table 4, allow comparisons to be made on the formation of hydrogen 

bonds and thus the transient nature of conformations being sampled. As an implicit solvent 

is used in all simulations, any potential hydrogen bonding between peptides and solvents 

are not present in the model used. 

 

Table 4- Statistical data for hydrogen bond plots of equilibrated aMD trajectories 

 Mean Min Max sd 

16 

Cu 4.93 0 13 1.81 
Zn 4.16 0 13 1.73 
Fe 4.04 0 11 1.70 
Free 6.46 0 16 2.04 
28 

Cu 7.96 1 19 2.37 
Zn 7.26 0 21 2.42 
Fe 7.23 0 20 2.41 
Free 9.38 0 22 2.81 
40 

Cu 10.17 1 23 2.64 
Zn 9.38 0 22 2.75 
Fe 9.11 0 25 2.64 
Free 11.07 1 24 3.00 
42 

Cu 10.11 0 22 2.75 
Zn 9.72 0 24 2.94 
Fe 9.91 0 23 2.74 
Free 12.10 1 27 3.15 

 

Most simulations possess at least one structure with zero hydrogen bonds whilst maximum 

amounts of hydrogen bonds within simulations at given snapshots range from 13-27. This 



shows the mobile nature of the peptides analysed, with folding and unfolding occurring over 

the course of the trajectories observed. Free peptides show the highest maximum, sd and 

average values indicating the particularly dynamic properties of Aβ in the absence of a metal 

centre. In comparison, zinc possessed the lowest average values of all types of structures 

analysed. This result was surprising as previously zinc structures were shown to have the 

lowest Rg values indicating it adopted potentially more compact conformations suggesting 

shorter contact distances between residues which would expect to encourage greater 

incidence of hydrogen bond interactions between residues. This suggests that potentially 

the structures were particularly transient which is supported by the increased number of 

different clusters in Aβ16-Zn, relatively lower RMSF values and short-lived salt-bridge 

contacts for example. Once again, similarities were observed in values between zinc and 

iron-containing systems supporting previous evidence of similarities in dynamics between 

Aβ peptides bound to these ions. 

Taken together, the data recorded here reveal a picture of metal-induced disruption of 

peptide flexibility, secondary structure and salt-bridge patterns. While we have studied only 

monomers, some potential implications for aggregation can be drawn. The salt-bridge 

Asp23-Lys28 is known to play an important role in the kinetics of fibrillogenesis77,78: we find 

that this interaction is moderately populated in free and copper-bound peptides (16 to 19% 

of frames), but that this is significantly reduced in iron and zinc complexes. One can 

envisage, therefore, that metals might disrupt the -turn structure required for the 

hydrophobic interactions that stabilise fibrils. Disruption of secondary structure is also 

evident; much of this is in the N-terminal region, that is not thought to play a role in 

aggregation79. However, we also see changes in regions such as the central hydrophobic 

cluster (L17VFFA21). In free A42 especially, this sequence exhibits some -strand character 

which is almost completely absent in all metal adducts. A similar effect is apparent in the 

hydrophobic residues in the C-terminal region, especially residues 35-40.  Such -strands 

have been proposed as a likely seed for aggregation80, such that our results suggest metal 

ions may disrupt the canonical aggregation, perhaps leading to altered oligomers and 

aggregates and/or kinetics of association. Although these conclusions are highly speculative, 

it is clear that despite metal binding occurring exclusively in the N-terminal region, its 



structural effects are felt across the whole peptide including those regions known affect 

aggregation. 

Reweighting of the bias potential applied in accelerated MD recovers the free energy 

surface of the unbiased system, expressed as a function of properties of the system, known 

as potential of mean force (PMF). Plots of PMF as a function of Rg, hydrogen bond count, 

and end-to-end distance were used to examine energetic properties of structures sampled 

within the trajectories generated via aMD. PMF for Rg are plotted in Figure S7 in SI. 

Representative values of Rg were associated with minima structures for every trajectory. 

For the smaller peptides (16 & 28 residues long), the metal-free minima were found to 

possess a wider range of Rg within thermally accessible free energy, whilst Zn and Fe-bound 

peptides possessed the smallest range of Rg values for minima values for all simulations. For 

the larger chain lengths analysed (40 & 42 residues), the results for all trajectories were 

comparable to one another, occupying similar ranges of Rg between all trajectories. 

Hydrogen bond count PMF plots showed that in general, peptides containing an iron or zinc 

metal centre possessed the lowest number and narrowest range of hydrogen bonds in low 

free energy structures. Free peptides generally exhibit more and wider range of hydrogen 

bonds, due to enhanced freedom of movement and interactions across the structure 

allowed by lack of hindrance that stems from coordination to a metal centre. Figure S8 

shows these plots for all simulations as a representation of the trends observed across all 

structures. 

Two-dimensional PMF employing Rg and end-to-end distance (from Asp1 to the final residue 

in the sequence) were plotted for all sixteen trajectories (Figure 6).  Rg values for minima 

followed the same trend noted above of similar ranges between zinc & iron structures and 

copper and free peptides. Generally, across all peptide lengths, smaller ranges of Rg and 

end-to-end distance were observed within simulations for Aβ bound to iron and zinc 

compared to the other two sets of trajectory data. These lower values indicate that 

structures containing iron or zinc adopt more compact conformations and exhibit lower 

mobility as copper and free peptide, in accord with data from other results, as well as other 

experimental data for similar structures81.  



Figure 6- 2D plots of end-to-end distance against RoG as a function of free energy 
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This is supported by RMSF data indicating an enhanced level of lability especially within 

residue Asp1 when not bound to a metal centre but also at relatively increased levels in Aβ-

Cu peptides compared to other transition metals investigated. 

Accelerated MD was chosen as a method for this study due to its enhanced conformational 

sampling required for intrinsically disordered peptides of this size. Compared to previous 

studies conducted within our group82 we observed increased conformational sampling from 

the range of Rg values reported. The number of discrete minima structures displayed within 

the 2D free-energy plots shows the need for the boost potential provided via aMD, since 

conventional MD could be expected to get trapped  in low energy minima. Subsequent 

reweighting was effective at further highlighting the comparisons between structures as a 

function of free energy when comparing Rg, hydrogen bonds and end-to-end distances. 

From this data we are provided another example of the comparative results between 

zinc/iron and copper/free peptide. 

 

Conclusions 

From the results presented here, clear patterns emerged for the similarities in dynamics 

between two pairs of structures. Zinc and iron-bound peptides showed characteristically 

similar salt-bridge interactions and secondary structure profiles to one another in addition 

to ranges of data values occupied for minima structures displayed within 2-dimensional free 

energy plots. Likewise, free peptides and structures bound to Cu(II) displayed comparable 

results for salt-bridge incidence plots and Rg statistics.  

Free peptides were shown to be more mobile compared to metal bound ones due to the 

lack of anchoring effect on bound residues. RMSF data clearly shows the greatest 

contribution to this reduced movement is from residues Asp1 and His6, which are bound in 

all metal simulations, showed the highest level of mobility in the unbound Aβ when 

compared to all other residues. In addition to the Rg data for these metal-free structures, 

the free peptides showed the highest levels of helical secondary structure as chain length 

increased. Levels of helical and strand secondary structure were reduced within the N-

terminus of all peptides when bound to metal ions, demonstrating the anchoring effect of 



metal centres in this region. Effects of metal binding were also shown to have a global effect 

on secondary structure at areas of the peptide remote from those used for coordination.  

Since the first proposal of the amyloid cascade hypothesis, it was discovered that metal ions 

play an important role in the aggregation and formation of characteristic Aβ deposits. 

Specifically, that due to the high affinity of the transition metals Fe(II), Cu(II) and Zn(II), 

these ions bind readily to the peptide which leads to an increase in production of reactive 

oxygen species83. These in turn encourage formation of intermolecular bonds between 

monomeric Aβ peptides hindering the ability to dispose of any Aβ which has been 

overproduced as well as leading to this influx of ROS84. Studies suggest Cu(II) competes with 

Zn(II) ions for similar binding sites of Aβ85. Zinc-Aβ complexes appear to aggregate more 

readily in comparison to these copper-containing metallopeptides yet at high enough 

concentrations the rate of aggregation for Aβ-Cu increases to similar levels. 

All three metals were analysed having different binding interactions with Aβ to one another, 

though this does not appear to have caused the simulations to possess motions completely 

independent of each other. Zn(II) and Fe(II), for example, form 4 and 5-coordinate structures 

respectively but still produce results indicative of similar structures, motions and 

interactions being sampled over the course of the trajectories.  

Accelerated MD proved to be an effective computational method for investigating and 

comparing the structure and dynamics of peptides of this nature, reporting better 

conformational sampling compared to conventional MD. Further work could include 

simulating other peptide structures, different metal centres, binding modes or revisiting 

mutant peptide structures simulated previously within the research group for further 

comparative studies. 
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